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computer has a small program t imer and receives ' weight of the shaping networks will be 7 . 3  kg . I 
a number of external timing signals to accomplish (16 lbs. ) in the "as flown" version. This i s  com- \ 

these changes. pared to a total computer weight of 16 kg (35 lbs,), 

COMPUTER BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Figure 5 is  a block diagram showing the ma- 
. jor modules of the computer. Each module i s  con- 

structed in such a manner a s  to permit bench test- 
ing and verification before assembly into the main 
assembly. Some measuring res i s tors  and switch- 
ing relays not shown on the block diagram a r e  
grouped into modules so that a11 etloctronic com- 
ponents can be pre-assembled and plugged into 
the main chassis. 

MODULE DESCRIPTION 

Servo Amplifier The servo amplifier used 
in the computer provides a high degree of flex- 
ibility in that signal mixing and summing is ac- 
complished in a magnetic pre-amplifier, shown in 
Figure 6. The sensitivity of each input channel 
can be set  by selecting the proper number of turns 
in the signal winding, by connecting two o r  more 
windings in ser ies ,  o r  by selecting the value of a 
ser ies  resis tor .  Close matching af the core para- 
mctcrs Dmax, Hc, and ah to within i 3% i s  re-  
quired to minimize any drift in the output. The 
n1a~:netic amplifier is  followed by a two-stage di- 
rect-coupled transistor amplifier, and again the 
transistor pairs Q1 -Qg and Q3 -Qq have closely 
mrr:chcd beta characteristics.  The transistor 
anlplifier drives a differential servo valve which 
controls the actuators used to gimbal the engines. 
Further stability in the overall amplifier is  
achieved by providing approximately 15 db of neg- 
ative feedback to the magnetic amplifier. The 
gain of the amplifier i s  adjusted to provide a A1 
gain of 2.83 ua per ua turn. For  example, with 
a 424 turn input winding, 10 ua is  required for a 
A I of 12 mA which will provide full flow through 
the S-I stage actuator valve. 
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Filter Modules The filter modules used a s  
part of the networks in the computer have been 
designed a s  individual channel plug-in modules 
for case in testing before installation into the 
computer. In addition, rapid changes in the 
shaping network program can be made if required 
prior to a particular flight. 

, Passive elements only a r e  used in the shap- 
ing ncfworks. While the'values of reactive ele- 
ments required for the frequencies a r e  quite large, 
careful component selection and design keep the 
overall s ize reasonable. For  instance, the larg- 
est  inductor used (2000 henries) will weigh less  
than 1/2 kg (1 Ib,). It i s  expected that the total 

A typical fil ter configuration used in an atti- 
tude signal channal with, rerultant phase and amp- 
litude characteristics is  shown in Figure 7. For  
the control frequen;~, this fil ter acts  as an RC 
network which provices a 40° phase lead with re- 
spect to the output signal. For the f i r s t  bending 
mode, it acts  a s  a shaping network which pro- 
vides approximately 60° to 800 of phase lag; amp- 
litude attenuation 58 provided for tho second bond- 
ing mode. Higher frequencies a r e  suppressed by 
the servo loop. Similar type filters and shaping 
networks a r e  used in the j: channels. 

Control' Attenuator Timer A variable gain 
program in the aoand g2 channels i s  required to 
provide optimum control of the vehicle during 
portions of the flight when high wind forces may 
be encountered. A typical gain program i s  shown 
in Figure 8. During the initial portion of the 
flight, primary control is obtained from the a. 
channel (stable platform). After a period of time, 
gain in this channel decreases, while the gain in 
the g2 channel (angle-of-attack) increases s o  the 
g2 g u n  is  at a maximum a t  90 seconds. After 100 
seconds, the a. gain again increases while g2 de- 
c reases  to zero. A further change in a. occurs 
after 125 seconds since less  gain in this channel 
is then needed because of a reduction in vehicle 
moment of inertia caused by fuel depletion. A 
step reduction in a gain (rate information) occurs 
after 125 seconds night time. The variable gain 
programs a r e  provided by a control attenuator 
timer, shown'in Figure 9, which consists of a 
cam driven through a gear train by a synchronous 
motor. A sector gear riding in the cam groove 
rotates a two-gang precision linear potentiometer. 
The cam also has grooves about the circumference 
which activate microswitches to provide a zero  s e t  
indication, end of program, and an active channel 
interval. 
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Complete Computer The computer housing 
was fabricated from sheet metal aluminum and 
made rigid by a dip-brazing process. Since this 
process requires that the housing be heated in a 
flux bath to a temperature close to the melting - 
point of the aluminum, a pair of stainless s teel  
plates was required to support the inside chassis  
during dip-brazing. Thorough washing d t c r  braz- 
ing is  needed to remove all t races of the flux; 
testing with a silver nitrate solution will show the , 
presence of any flux rcsidue. The housing was 
then given an lridite finish and the exterior was 
painted. F i y r e  10  shows the complete computer 
while Figures 11, 12,. and 13 are photographs of . 



individual modules, Computer wiring was accom- 
plished by a harness running along the center of 

,the chassis,  

Reliability of the control computer i s  ob- 
tained by simplifying the design, by careful se- 
lcction and testing of components, and by rigorous 
testing of the completed design. 

i 
COMPUTER TESTING 

r 

Even more important than component selec- 
tion i s  the training of engineers, technicians, and 
production workers associated with the program. 
Each assembly worker i s  uniquely trained and 
qualified to perform this particular task. Workers . 
are requalified periodically and are constantly in- 
formed of the importance of their work and i t s  
relation to the success of the national space effort: 

(1) Interservice Data Exchange _Program - - - 
The is subjected to a (2) Electronic Component Reliability Center 

ccptance test at the manufacturer 's plant, where - 
both static and dynamic signals a r e  applied to 
each input from a test  console to insure that com- (3) Par ts  e Reliability - Information Center  

puter pcrformance i s  within required limits. The 
tcst is  repeated a s  a part of incoming'inspection ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

at Marshall Space Flight Center. When the ve- 
hicle characteristics a r e  changed, o r  when a The authors a r e  indebted to Jack Br i  

Ernst Lange of MSFC for their contributi change in computer design i s  required, the com- ,ds portions of this paper, , puter i s  intcgrated into the complete control sys- 
tem for flight simulation tests ,  The tests  a r e  
performed to verify the design and performance 
of the control computer. Actual flight hardware 
is uscd, where feasible, during the performance 
of thcse tests. 

The Quality Assurance Division a t  MSFC per- 
forms final qualification testing on the complete 

' vchicle. These tests,  in addition to pre-launch 
tcsts a t  Cape Canaveral, insure that the computer 

hoperates properly when placed in the vehicle sys- 
iem. 

RELIABILITY ASPECTS 

The parts  for  the control computer were se- 
cd with extreme care. Basis for the selection 
the MSFC Preferred Par t s  List and the Design 
e Lines. A thorough analysis of all  test  data 

om a nation;wide parts  testing effort was and i s  
de to assure  maximum reliability. Prac- 
1 IDEP(l) and ECRC(2) parts  test  reports 
s test and failure information from al l  

organizations a r e  used for this purpose. 
xpcnsive qualification tests  have been run only 

when this information was inconclusive o r  contra- 
dicting. Reliance on information from nation- 
wide data centers saved considerable time and 
funds in establishing the qualification of the parts. 

, .  . :, , . ,  

All parts a r e  recorded in the computer-o 
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